
A NEW TECHNIQUE THAT CHANGES LIVES
A Regina Madsen Production

A GW Hardin WEBINAR
AN INTRO TO INFO-LOOPING & 

INHERENT-THRIVING

ONLINE:  We will use Zoom to connect to you via computer, tablet, or smart phone
REGISTER:  Please click here to REGISTER … then the link will be sent to you

info: www.Xynchronicity.com … Regina Madsen … bluepoppy999@msn.com

COST: $15 suggested donation … email Regina if different donation
           For more information on GW, go to GWHardin.com (click articles or free books)

November 13, 14, 15 … Online anywhere with Zoom

Join us as we team up to explore the latest scientific discovery that has led to an even greater discovery 
in personal thriving. Info-Looping has the potential to render untold benefit to ourselves and our 
environment, whether that includes those around us whom we love or surrounding ourselves with 
wellness and the abundance of life. Truthfully, there is no limit to where we can foster betterment or 
improvement because the universe itself flows with the resident purpose of providing the fullness of 
life. The capacity to thrive rules the universe. We have only to recognize that belief systems and self-
made blocks have kept us from remembering this, because thriving was meant from the inception of 
creation. And this thriving flows through Info-Looping.

Topics we’ll explore together:
1.  How does Info-Looping work?

2.  What is “Inherent Thriving,” and how do we tap into it?

3.  Discover techniques that will foster wellness and wholeness.

4.  Learn the steps to Info-Looping and Inherent-Thriving

There will be 3 options allowing you to watch this same event. The Denver live event of Oct 6 
proved to be an astounding success. Now you have the opportunity to experience online this 
revolutionary phenomenon. Here are the 3 ways in which you may participate in this experience.

Nov 13  Wed — 7-9pm MST…  Zoom repeat of Oct 6  w/ live Q&A with participants
Nov 14 Thur — 7-9pm MST … Zoom video repeat of Nov 13 … no live Q&A
Nov 15-Dec 15 — anytime … online video of everything … watch code will be sent to you

GW Hardin articles on Info-Looping: Part 1, Part 2, Part 3   (click on “Part”)
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